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France themselves was around 4 percent, the Soviet Union 8 percent, and the United
States 12 percent.
It should be recognized that there was not only vast discrepancy in opportunity
for education at all levels in different parts of Africa, but the imbalance also applied to
different regions, to different religious groups, to different linguistic and ethnic
groups, and to different occupational groups. The Moslem pastoral societies of north-
ern Nigeria and Chad were not touched by Western education nearly so much as were
the trading peoples of southern Nigeria, Ghana, or Nyasaland. The lower castes of
India were not nearly so able to attain a Western education as were the Brahmin
classes. The rural regions of nearly all areas were likely to receive less attention than
the urban regions.
Above all, the most underprivileged group nearly everywhere was the female half
of the total population. One of the most revolutionary aspects of Western imperialism
as it touched the traditional societies around the world was the notion that girls should
receive a formal education. But even here the late Victorians of Western Europe were
not so sure that girls and women should have as much or as rigorous an education as
boys and men. So the common practice was to provide separate secondary schools for
girls, another form of disjunction which not only seemed more suitable to the
traditional societies but which meant that access to higher education for girls inevi-
tably was slower and more limited even than that for boys. Literacy figures for Asia
and Africa into the 1960s continue to show that illiteracy is much higher for women
than for men. This discrepancy has been and continues to be one of the most severe
brakes on modernization throughout the world.
Insofar, then, as large-scale popular participation in education is a sign of
modernity in society and in education, the forces of imperialism can be said to have
started the process among the colonial peoples they ruled, but they by no means
finished it. They gave to a few the opportunity to glimpse what might be, but their
wholesale spread of disjunctives tended to consolidate, for a time at least, the already
established distinctions between ruler and follower and served to keep alive the
traditional practices of an elite type of education. Equality may have been an ideal at
home, but the colonial practice overseas largely belied the ideal until the Asians and
Africans were gradually able to force the issue. Ironically, their prime weapon was the
very education that had been so carefully and sometimes grudgingly extended to them
as an embodiment of the elite education of the West, not its democratic best.
C   THE MAKING OF ELITES: SECULAR AND SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
The secular and the scientific ingredients that played a large role in shaping modem
education in the West helped in turn to form the Western-educated elites of Asia and
Africa and helped to set them apart from the traditional ruling classes of the
premodern societies of the empires. Even though the promotion of secondary and
higher education was largely in the hands of religious missions until such time as
government schools, colleges, and universities began to compete, the curriculum that

